1997 honda prelude fuel filter location

One of the worst problems that can happen to your Honda Prelude is a bad fuel filter. When the
filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was
in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel
pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no
longer left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay.
These fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them
means getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter
how old your Prelude is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are
cheap. Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble
codes saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be
a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or
accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter
can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor
feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as
jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you
get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing
these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your
Prelude is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not
be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or
the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out
is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs
bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Honda Prelude. Testing the
filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Prelude is difficult
to start. Asked by Wiki User. That's not true, generation 4 prelude have fuel filter on the
backwall, roughly across from the steering wheel. Generation 5 have fuel filter under brake fluid
reservoir, they are hard to get to and require crow foot tool to take old filter off. Even though
Honda claims they are "lifetime" filters, I'd say it's a good idea to change it around k. How do
you change a fuel filter in a Honda Prelude. It should be located behind the glove box. Yes, the
Honda Prelude does have fuel injection. I have a base Prelude. When you change the oil and
replace the filter it's 5. On the back of the block, below the intake manifold. The Honda Prelude
does not have a governor or speed limiter. It is only limited by drag at high speeds. I would
think its in the fuel tank with the fuel pump. The Honda Accord was not equipped with a cabin
air filter. Yes, but it will involve modification to the body of the car. Check Prelude forums, the
modification has been done and documented in detail. Yes, it has an interference motor. There
are a number of them, so you need to be more specific. It takes 5 quarts. Make sure you don't
leave the old oil filter O-ring on the car!! Not without electrical work. The type of automatic
transmission fluid that you should put in your Honda Prelude varies depending on the
transmission. Honda recommends that you use their own brand of ATF when you replace the
fluid in the SportShift transmission. A red carbon gearbox will fit. In the reverse way you took it
off, of course. The obd 2 connector is located under the passenger side of the dash behind the
center console, there is a panel that pops off for access. The oil sending unit on a Honda
Odyssey is directly above the oil filter. The oil filter is on the rear of the engine. The H22 engine,
which are found in Honda Preludes, are interference engines. This means that the valves and
pistons do indeed make contact as the engine is on. It's near the firewall, on the right side of the
engine bay. Inside the transmission. Ask Question. Fuel Filters. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki
User Answered Answer The fuel filter is always located in one of two places. It is either located
in the fuel tank, or somewhere between the engine and fuel tank. Get down under the car and
follow the fuel lines from the tank forward, you will find it. If you don't see it, then it is in the
tank. Answer not positive but i believe its near the firewall in the engine bay. Related Questions.
How do you change a fuel filter on a Honda Prelude? Where is the oil filter located in a Honda

Prelude? Where is the pollen filter on a Prelude? Does the prelude have fuel injection? How
many quarts of oild does it take to refil a Honda prelude? Where is the knock sensor located on
a Honda prelude? Is there a governor in Honda Prelude? Where is the fuel pump and sending
unit located on a Honda prelude? Where is the cabin Filter on a Honda Accord? Can you put
your Honda Prelude sunroof to Honda Prelude? Is Honda Prelude a interference motor? What
sensors are on a Honda prelude? How much engine oil does a Honda prelude require? What
type of automatic transmission fluid should you put in your Honda Prelude? What is Code on a
Honda Prelude? What transmission will fit in a Honda Prelude? How do you reattach the
rearview mirror on a Honda Prelude? Where is diagnostic port in Honda Prelude? Where is the
oil sending unit on Honda odyssey? Is Honda prelude vtec an interference engine? Where is the
fuse box for Honda Prelude? Where is transmission filter in Honda accord? How to replace a
water pump on a Honda Accord? What is the location of the fuel filter on a Honda accord lx?
Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed
via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives
with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By
Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at
crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in
order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name?
When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can
you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like
bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last?
Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the
longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV
dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the fuel filter located on a Honda
Prelude? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What
happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise
their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does
Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Table of Contents. Use these
links and links throughout this manual to navigate through this reference. For a printed owner's
manual, click on authorized manuals or go to A Few Words About Safety Driver and Passenger
Safety Proper use and care of your vehicle's seat belts, and Supplemental Restraint System.
Instruments and Controls Instrument panel indicator and gauge, and how to use dashboard and
steering column controls. Comfort and Convenience Features How to operate the climate
control system, the audio system, and other convenience features. Before Driving What
gasoline to use, how to break-in your new vehicle, and how to load luggage and other cargo.
The proper way to start the engine, shift the transmission, and park, plus towing a trailer. The
Maintenance Schedule shows you when you need to take your vehicle to the dealer.
Appearance Care Tips on cleaning and protecting your vehicle. Things to look for if your vehicle
ever needs body repairs. Taking Care of the Unexpected This section covers several problems
motorists sometimes experience, and how to handle them. Technical Information ID numbers,
dimensions, capacities, and technical information. Warranty and Customer Relations U. A
summary of the warranties covering your new Acura, and how to contact us. Authorized
Manuals U. How to order manuals and other technical literature. Gas Station Information. A
summary of information you need when you pull up to the fuel pump. Automobile Honda Civic
Service Manual pages. Contents Owner's Identification Form Introduction In it, you will learn
how to operate its driving controls and avoid damage to your Honda, other convenience items.
And operating this Safety Labels â€” on the vehicle. This section gives you important Your
Occupant Protection System.. Storing Cargo Safely It shows how to use seat belts properly.
Page 5: Your Occupant Protection System Your Occupant Protection System Your Honda is
equipped with seat Two indicator lights are also part of To get the maximum protection from
belts and other features that work your safety system. One reminds you your occupant
protection system, together to protect you and your If they do, they could them properly, is
fundamental to Not wearing a seat belt be very seriously injured in a crash. Check that the belt
is not twisted. Pull up on the shoulder part of the To unlatch the seat belt, push the belt to
remove any slack. Each time you have a check-up, ask Pull out each belt fully and look for your
doctor if it's okay for you to This is actually damage after a crash, it is very powder from the
airbag's surface. So, while it can reduce serious injuries and even save your life, the airbag
might cause some facial abrasions or other injuries. To reduce the possibility of injury, you
should always sit back as far from the steering wheel as practical while still maintaining full For
the seat as far back as practical and Works your safety, do not attach any items sit well back in

the seat. Page System Service Do not try to remove or discard the airbags yourself. This If you
see any of these indications, must be done by a Honda dealer. Take the car to your dealer
promptly for diagnosis and service. Page System Service Precautions Do not modify your
steering wheel uninflated airbags can be dangerous. If restraint system. Modifications could if
your car must be scrapped. Page Additional Safety Information Additional Safety Information
The seat belts and airbags are obvi- Seat-back Position Head Restraint Position The seat-backs
should be in an ously important parts of your occu- pant protection system. If a medium-sized
or larger dog is with a It is not safe to leave your car doors front passenger hits the door of an
special traveling harness. Page Child Safety Child Safety We strongly recommend that you do
not put an infant seat in the front An infant or child who is not passenger's seat. If the airbag
properly restrained can be killed inflates, it can hit the infant seat with or seriously injured in a
crash. If you are 40 lbs 18kg instructions. Use the car's Over 40 Ibs 18 kg child and check its fit.
Make sure it is fully Guide the belt across to the door pillar. Page Storing A Child Seat If you are
not sure how to install the hardware, have it installed by your authorized Honda dealer. If you
need an anchor plate and mounting hardware, contact your Honda dealer. Page Alcohol And
Drugs Alcohol and Drugs Driving a car requires your full at- The safest thing you can do is
never If you have no choice but to drive, tention and alertness. Traffic condi- drink and drive.
This can be done if stop drinking and give yourself lots tions change rapidly. You should have
no pull exhaust gas into your car's problem with carbon monoxide Carbon monoxide gas is
toxic. Page Safety Labels They warn you of potential hazards that could cause serious injury.
Read these labels carefully and don't remove them. Page Instruments And Controls Odometer
Glove Box All the essential Fuel Gauge Seat Adjustments Temperature Gauge Front Seat
Adjustments If it comes on at engine is running, the battery is not Indicator any other time, it
indicates a problem It measures miles in U. It is illegal under federal law in the U. During normal
operation, the pointer should rise from the bottom white mark to about the middle of the gauge.
In severe driving conditions, such as very hot weather or a long period of uphill driving, the
pointer may rise to near the upper white mark. Page 37 Gauges Maintenance Required Indicator
When the distance driven since the last scheduled maintenance nears 7, miles 12, km , the
indicator will turn yellow. If you exceed 7, miles 12, km , the indicator will turn red. Your dealer
will reset the indicator when he performs the scheduled maintenance. The left lever controls the
turn signals, headlights, and high beams. The right lever controls the windshield washers and
wipers. The high beams will come reminder chime when you open the on and go off. The lever
will return to the center position as soon as you release it. Page 41 Controls Near the Steering
Wheel Windshield Wipers The right lever controls the wind- In intermittent, the wipers operate
To operate the wipers in mist mode, shield wipers and washers. The every few seconds. You
can vary push the control lever down. The rotary switch at the end of the lever how often the
wipers sweep the wipers run at high speed until you Page 42 Controls Near the Steering Wheel
Windshield Washers Hazard Warning Rear Window Defogger The rear window defogger will
clear To clean the windshield, pull back on Push the red button to the left of the fog, frost, and
thin ice from the the wiper control lever. Do this before you begin driving. The defogger and
antenna wires on the inside of the rear window can be accidentally damaged. You can
accelerator pedal. The car will decelerate. Page 48 It is used key. Page 49 2 this device must
accept any If you have lost your key and you cannot start the engine, contact your interference
received, including Honda dealer. This device complies with DOC rules in Canada. Page 51 Keys
and Locks To lock the passenger's door when Power Door Locks getting out of the car, push
the lock tab in and close the door. To lock the driver's door, remove the key from the ignition
switch and push the lock tab in or push the master switch down, then close the door. With
either door open and the key in the ignition, the master door lock switches are disabled. Page
53 Keys and Locks Glove Box An open glove box can cause serious injury to your passenger in
a crash, even if the passenger is wearing the seat belt. Always keep the glove box closed while
driving. Page Seat Adjustments Seat Adjustments Front Seat Adjustments Reclining the
seat-back can decrease the protection you get from your seat belt in a crash. You can slide
under the seat belt and be seriously injured. Adjust the seat-back to an upright position and sit
well back in the seat. You need both hands to adjust the restraint. Do not attempt Driving your
car without head to adjust it while driving. To raise it, restraints can lead to serious pull upward.
The back of the rear seat folds down, The lamp will go out. Make sure all items in the trunk, or
items extending through the opening into the back seat, are tied down. Turn the ignition switch
to ON II to raise or lower any window. Closing a power window on a child's hands or fingers can
Each door has a switch that controls cause serious injury. With this switch off, the passenger's
window cannot be raised or lowered. Page 61 Moonroof The moonroof has a key-off delay.
NOTICE You can still open and close the moonroof for up to ten minutes after If you try to open
the moonroof in you turn off the ignition. The key-off below-freezing temperatures, or when

delay cancels as soon as you open it is covered with snow or ice, you can either door. Adjust
the outside mirrors with the 3. Push the appropriate edge of the Be sure to adjust the mirrors
before adjustment switch on the driver's adjustment switch to move the you start driving.
Available on all Canadian models To apply the parking brake, pull the The outside mirrors are
heated to re- lever up fully. If the displayed time is before 1. A spilled liquid that is very hot can
scald you or your passengers. Spilled liquids can also damage the upholstery, carpeting, and
electrical components in the interior. Use the beverage holder only when The front beverage
holder is located on the center console. Open the lid by lift the coin box up by pushing up on
pull down the cover. In the center Front and rear ashtrays are available position, the ceiling light
comes on as options. If you relock the driver's door or close the driver's door with the key in the
ignition switch, the lights turns off immediately. Otherwise, the light remains on, then fades out
in about 10 seconds. If you keep the door open, the ceiling light with the switch in the center
position will turn off after three To Turn Everything Off Audio System Air flows from the center
and corner vents in the dashboard. Air flow is divided between the vents in the dashboard and
the floor vents. The engine must be running for the heater and air conditioning to generate hot
and cold air. Switch to Recirculation mode when you are driving through smoky or dusty
conditions, then switch back to Make sure the temperature control lever is all the way to the left.
Page 76 Heating and Cooling If the interior is very warm from Air conditioning places an extra
load To Heat and Dehumidify with Air being parked in the sun, you can cool on the engine.
Watch the engine Conditioning it down more rapidly by setting up coolant temperature gauge
see page Air conditioning, as it cools, removes 35 when driving in stop-and-go Switch the fan
on. Page 78 Heating and Cooling To remove exterior frost or ice from These settings direct all
the air flow To Turn Everything Off the windshield and side windows to the defroster vents at
the base of To shut off the system temporarily, after the car has been sitting out in the
windshield and the side window slide the fan speed and temperature The Anti-theft feature will
disable the system if it is disconnected from the car's battery. Select the desired band, AM or
FM. FM1 and FM2 let you store two frequencies with each Preset button. To activate Auto
Select, press the A. You select which of these you want to adjust by pressing the MODE button
several times. Page 85 Audio System Driving very near the transmitter of Radio signals,
especially on the FM Radio reception can be affected by a station that is broadcasting on a
band, are deflected by large objects atmospheric conditions such as frequency close to the
frequency of such as buildings and hills. With the system on, insert the disc into the CD slot
Push the disc in halfway, the drive will pull it in the rest of the way and begin to play. If the
system selects the same unit in- A trunk-mounted Compact Disc you select an empty slot in the
dash or changer that was playing changer is available for your car. A new CD may be rough on
the touch either surface. Contamination Wipe across the disc from the center inner and outer
edges. Page 90 If you see an error indication in the display while operating the CD player, find
the cause in the chart to the right. If you cannot clear the error indication, take the car to your
Honda dealer. Page 91 If you see an error indication in the display while operating the CD
changer, find the cause in the chart to the right. Make sure the tape opening on the cassette is
facing to the right, then insert the cassette most of the way into the slot. Press the side to
advance to the beginning of the next song or passage, or the side to return to the beginning of
the current song or Page 95 Audio System Caring for the Cassette Player The player
automatically ejects When they are not in use, store The cassette player picks up dirt and
cassettes that do not play properly. If cassettes in their cases to protect oxides from the tape.
This contami- it ejects a cassette before it begins to them from dust and moisture. Page 96
Owner's Manual. If you should one hour before trying again. To do this, you will need the
system's serial number. You also need to Driving in Foreign Countries.. If you use such
gasolines, reliability and performance by paying pump octane number of 91 or higher. Page 99 If
you are planning to take your to confirm the fuel's contents. Remove the fuel fill cap slowly. You
may hear a hissing sound as pressure inside the tank escapes. Gasoline is highly flammable
Pull Place the cap in the holder on the and explosive. You can be fuel fill door. Shift to Park or
Neutral and set 2. Standing in front of the car, put 3. Pull the support rod out of its clip the
parking brake. Pull the hood your fingers under the front edge and insert the end into the hole
on release handle located under the Wipe the dipstick with a clean 3. Insert it all the way back in
its tube. Wait at least cloth or paper towel. Remove the dipstick again and Look at the coolant
level in the check the level. Page Fuel Economy Fuel Economy The condition of your car and
your Driving Habits A cold engine uses more fuel than a driving habits are the two most warm
engine. It is not necessary to You can improve fuel economy by important things that affect the
fuel "warm-up" Page These have all been approved for Although they may fit your Honda, the
FCC DOC in Canada and installation and use on your car, and they may not be within factory
should not interfere with your car's are covered by warranty. Page Loading Cargo The maximum

load you can carry in To figure out how much cargo you Where you store this cargo, and how
your Honda is Ibs kg. It can carry: well you secure it, are just as includes the total weight of all
important as how much it weighs. It also includes 5-speed Manual Transmission.. Page Driving
Preparing to Drive You should do the following checks 5. Check the adjustment of the seat Turn
the ignition ON II. Check and adjustments every day before see page Apply the parking brake. If
the engine does not start within meters adds to the problem. In cold weather, turn off all right
away, repeat step 4 with the accelerator pedal pressed half-way electrical accessories to reduce
1. You can damage the transmission by trying to shift into Rapid slowing or speeding-up
Reverse with the car moving. Push can cause loss of control on down the clutch pedal, and
pause for slippery surfaces. Page 5-speed Manual Transmission Recommended Shift Points
Maximum Speeds Drive in the highest gear that lets The speeds in this table are the the engine
ran and accelerate maximums for the given gears. If you exceed these speeds, the engine
smoothly. This will give you the best speed will enter into the tachometer's fuel economy and
effective emis- sions control. Page Automatic Transmission Automatic Transmission Your
Honda's transmission has four Shift Lever Position Indicator The "D " indicator comes on for a
forward speeds, and is electronically few seconds when you turn the controlled for smoother
shifting. It ignition switch ON II. If it flashes also has a "lock-up" Use Park. To shift to Reverse
from Park whenever you are turning off or Neutral, come to a complete stop and starting the
engine. Page Automatic Transmission Sequential SportShift Mode â€” With Lever Position
Indicator will show Neutral N â€” Use Neutral if you need to restart a stalled engine, or if the
shift lever in "D " position, you the gear you selected while in the it is necessary to stop briefly
with can select the Sequential SportShift sequential sportshift mode. Page Automatic
Transmission The transmission remains in the Downshifting gives you more power When you
accelerate away from a stop, the transmission will be in first selected gear 4,3,2, or 1. There is
when climbing or provides engine gear. The transmission will not no automatic downshift when
you braking when going down a steep hill. Page Automatic Transmission If the vehicle speeds
slow to below The table shows the speed ranges Drive D â€”This position is similar the redline
of the selected lower gear for upshifting and downshifting. It position, the transmission locks in
The speeds in this table are the does not downshift to first gear First gear. Page To release the
Reverse Lockout, included in the tool kit to remove move the shift lever from Neutral developing
a problem. Have the car the cover. Carefully pry off the to Reverse, then Park. Page Parking
Always use the parking brake when If the vehicle is facing uphill, turn Parking Tips you park
your vehicle. The indicator the front wheels away from the curb. Make sure the moonroof and
the on the instrument panel shows that If you have a manual transmission, windows are closed.
A power when going down a long hill builds All four brakes have audible brake assist helps
reduce the effort needed up heat and reduces their effective- wear indicators. Page The Braking
System Brake System Design If this happens, you will immediately Anti-lock Brakes The
hydraulic system that operates notice that the brake pedal goes Your car has an Anti-lock Brake
the brakes has two separate circuits. Let the ABS uneven surfaces, such as gravel or distance it
takes to stop the car, it work for you by always keeping firm, This means the anti-lock function
of the braking system has shut down. The brakes still work like a conventional system without
anti-lock, providing normal stopping ability. It has almost no effect on ATTS. It takes your car
longer to visible to other drivers are important react, even in conditions that may in all weather
conditions. Both are important in preventing "hydroplaning" loss of traction on a wet surface. In
the winter, mount snow tires on all four wheels for the best handling. Watch road conditions
carefully, they can change from moment to moment. Page Towing A Trailer Towing a Trailer
Your Honda is designed primarily to The total weight of the trailer and The combined weight of
the car, carry passengers and their cargo. Page Towing a Trailer The best way to confirm that
your Trailer Hitches total towing package is within these Your Honda dealer, or the Honda
Improperly loading your car and specifications is to get it weighed. Customer Relations Zone
Office, can Page Towing a Trailer Connecting the Trailer Mirrors Always use a safety chain when
Many states and provinces have laws Most trailers that have a gross towing a trailer. Connect
the safety requiring special outside mirrors weight of 1, Ibs kg do not chain securely at both
ends. You can do this with a bathroom scale. Verify that the hitch and safety chain are securely
fastened. Leave extra distance When being passed by a large Watch the temperature gauge
between your car and other vehicles. Page Towing a Trailer When towing a trailer in the When
parking your car and trailer, especially on a hill, be sure to follow Sequential SportShift mode,
select Third, Second, or First gear; all the normal precautions. Turn depending on the vehicle
speeds and your front wheels into the curb, set road condition. Tire Rotation Replacing Tires
and Wheels.. Wheels and Tires See Transmission Fluid Winter Driving Page Maintenance Safety
It will also reward you should be performed by a Honda performing maintenance. Only you with
more economical, trouble-free technician or other qualified can decide whether or not you

driving and help reduce air pollution. Page Maintenance Safety Important Safety Precautions
Read the instructions before you begin, and make sure you have the Before you begin any
maintenance, make sure your car is parked on tools and skills required. Also, be sure the
engine To reduce the possibility of fire or is off. Page Maintenance Schedule Maintenance
Schedule The Maintenance Schedule specifies The services and time or distance Which
Schedule to Follow: how often you should have your car intervals shown in the maintenance
Service your car according to the serviced and what things need schedule assume you will use
your time and mileage periods on one of attention. Page Your authorized Honda dealer We
recommend the use of Genuine According to state and federal knows your car best and can
provide Honda parts and fluids whenever you regulations, failure to perform competent,
efficient service. These are Page Maintenance Schedule Severe Conditions Follow the Severe
Maintenance Schedule if you drive your vehicle MAINLY under one or more of the following
condi- tions: Driving less than 5 miles 8 km per trip or, in freezing temperatures, driving less
than 10 miles 16 km per trip. Keep receipts for all work done on your car. Page Non-Scheduled
Maintenance Record Record additional maintenance for severe driving conditions or
non-scheduled maintenance on this page see page If time you fill the fuel tank. See monthly.
Examine the tread for you are unsure of how to perform page Page Engine Oil An oil that is only
classified container. SG is not recommended. A fuel-efficient oil is recommended for your
Honda. Page It only increases the cost of operating your car. Page available from your drain bolt
and washer from the maintenance done by a skilled bottom of the engine. Drain the oil Honda
dealer is required to mechanic. Run the engine until it reaches normal operating temperature,
then shut it off. Page Engine Oil 5. Put a new washer on the drain bolt, 9. Turn off the engine, let
it sit for Except Type SH then reinstall the drain bolt. If necessary, add oil to bring 33 Ibf. Page
Cooling System Removing the radiator cap However, continued use of any non- while the
engine is hot can Honda coolant can result in cause the coolant to spray out, corrosion, causing
the cooling seriously scalding you. Page Cooling System 3. The coolant level should be up to
the base of the filler neck. Add coolant if it is low. Put the radiator cap back on. Tighten it fully.
Slide the heater temperature 3. Loosen the drain plug on the Draining the coolant requires
access control lever to maximum heat. Tighten it securely. Tightening torque: 61 lbf. Pour
coolant into the radiator up 8. Loosen the bleeder bolt on top of Turn off the engine. Check the
to the base of the filler neck. It should be up shield washer reservior. Page Transmission Fluid
However, continued use can affect shift quality. However, BOLT motor oil does not contain the
proper additives and continued use can cause stiffer shifting. However, Clutch fluid reservoir
the use of any non-Honda brake fluid can cause corrosion and decrease manual transmission
only the life of the system. Have the Page However, continued use can cause increased wear
and poor steering in cold weather. Have the power steering system flushed and refilled with
Honda PSF as soon as possible. A low power steering fluid level can indicate a leak in the
system. Remove the old air cleaner Page Spark Plugs Spark Plugs The spark plugs in your car
are a Replacement special platinum-tipped design for longer life. Remove the four nuts, then 3.
A spark plug that is too loose can overheat and damage the engine. Overtightening can cause
damage to the threads in the cylinder head. Install the spark plug cap. Repeat this procedure for
the other three spark plugs. You should check the color of the test indicator window, Spark Plug
Gap: and for corrosion on the terminals. Page Battery If the terminals are severely cor- roded,
clean them with baking soda and water. Then use a wrench to The battery gives off explosive
loosen and remove the cables from hydrogen gas during normal the terminals. Always
disconnect the operation. Page Battery If your car's battery is disconnected or goes dead, the
audio system will disable itself. The next time you turn on the radio you will see "Code" in the
frequency display. Look for signs of cracking in the rubber, or areas that are getting hard.
Replace the blades if you find these signs, or they leave streaks and unwiped areas when used.
Page Windshield Wipers 5. BLADE 6. Slide the wiper blade assembly onto the wiper arm. Make
sure it locks in place. Lower the wiper arm down against the windshield. Page Air Conditioning
System Air Conditioning System Your car's air conditioning is a sealed Periodically check the
engine's If the air conditioning does not get as radiator and air conditioning system. Any major
maintenance, cold as before, have your dealer such as recharging, should be done condenser
for leaves, insects, and check the system. Page Tires Inflation To safely operate your car, your
tires Check the pressure in the tires when must be the proper type and size, in Keeping the tires
properly inflated they are cold. This means the car good condition with adequate tread, provides
the best combination of has been parked for at least three and correctly inflated. Page Tires
Inspection Tubeless tires have some ability to Recommended Tire Pressures for self-seal if they
are punctured. Every time you check inflation, you Normal Driving The following chart shows
the However, because leakage is often should also examine the tires for very slow, you should
look closely recommended cold tire pressures for damage, foreign objects, and wear. Page

Improper wheel weights can damage decrease tire wear. If you find a tire your car's aluminum
wheels. Use only is worn unevenly, have your dealer Genuine Honda wheel weights for check
the wheel alignment. The tires were properly balanced by the factory. Page Tires Tire Rotation
When shopping for replacement tires, you may find that some tires Front are "directional. If you
use directional stability. Page Replacement Quality Grading. They may wheels are available at
your Honda be required by local laws under dealer. Page NOTICE If you mount snow tires on
your Mount snow chains on your car Honda, make sure they are radial when warranted by
driving condi- Chains of the wrong size or that are tires of the same size and load range tions or
required by local laws. Page Lights Check the operation of your car's If you find any bulbs are
burned out, Headlight Aiming exterior lights at least once a month. The headlights were
properly aimed A burned out bulb can create an Refer to the chart on page when your car was
new. Check the vertical angle gauge. If either indicator is not aligned you would normally and
attach it to The bubble should be centered with its "0" Page The headlight bulbs in your car are
7. If you cannot get an indicator to H1 headlight bulbs for longer life. Page Lights 1. Open the
hood. Insert the new bulb into the hole, BULB making sure the tabs are in their 2. Remove the
electrical connector slots. Pivot the hold-down wire from the bulb by squeezing the back in
place and clip the end into connector on both sides to unlock the slot. Pull the bulb straight out
of its socket. The front parking Push the new bulb straight into light is next to the headlight
bulb. If you need to change a bulb on the passenger's side, remove the 4. Insert the socket back
into the Light Bulb side marker assembly. Turn it clockwise to lock it in place. Test the side
marker to make sure the new bulb is working. Insert the socket back into the Light Bulb turn
signal assembly. Test the lights to make sure the new bulb is working. Page Lights Replacing
Rear Bulbs 1. Open the trunk. Determine which of the five bulbs 5. Undo the fastener on the side
of signal light, side marker light, Push the new bulb straight into the trunk lining by pushing on
the back-up light, or taillight. Page Lights 6. Reinstall the socket into the light assembly by
turning it clockwise until it locks. Reinstall the trunk lining. Reset the fastener by pushing on the
pointed end until it pops back almost flush with the fingers on the housing. Page Lights
Replacing a High-mount Brake 4. Reinstall the socket. Turn it Light Bulb clockwise until it locks.
Except Type SH model 5. Reinstall the high-mount brake light assembly on the rear shelf. Turn
on the parking lights and check that the new bulb is working. Put the license light assembly in
place. Reinstall the two screws and tighten them securely. Use a Phillips-head screwdriver to 2.
They do not all use the same bulb. The spotlight bulbs are in the ceiling light housing. Pull
down the trunk light cover. Remove the bulb by pulling it straight out of its metal tabs. Push the
new bulb into the metal tabs. Page Storing Your Car If you store your car for 12 months see
page Page Appearance Care Appearance Care Regular cleaning and polishing of your Honda
helps to keep it "new" looking. This section gives you hints on how to clean your car and
preserve its appearance: the paint, brightwork, wheels and interior. Also included are several
things you can do to help prevent corrosion. Page Exterior Care Exterior Care Washing Rinse
the car thoroughly with cool When you have washed and rinsed water to remove loose dirt.
Letting it your car's beauty. Dirt and grit can scratch the paint, while tree sap and Fill a bucket
with cool water. Page Exterior Care Waxing should use a polish on your Honda if Paint
Touch-up the finish does not have its original Your dealer has touch-up paint to Always wash
and dry the whole car shine after using a wax. Page Interior Care Carpeting Fabric Vinyl Vacuum
the carpeting frequently to Vacuum dirt and dust out of the Remove dirt and dust with a vacuum
remove dirt. Ground-in dirt will make material frequently. For general cleaner. Wipe the vinyl
with a soft the carpet wear out faster. Page Interior Care Interior Care Seat Belts Dirt build-up in
the metal loops of Windows the seat belt anchors can cause the Clean the windows, inside and
out, belts to retract slowly. Wipe the with a commercially-available glass LOOP insides of the
loops with a clean cloth cleaner. Page It is also a Many corrosion-preventive measures good
idea in humid climates and are built into your Honda. You can areas subject to salt air. Be
careful help keep your car from corroding of the ABS wheel sensors and by performing some
simple periodic wiring at each wheel. Page Body Repairs If your car insurance company, tell
them you needs repairs after a collision, pay want Genuine Honda parts used in close attention
to the parts used in the repair. Although most insurers the repair and the quality of the
recognize the quality of original work. Page Changing a Flat Tire If you have a flat tire while
driving, 3. The jack is behind a cover in the 7. Turn the jack's end bracket 8. Remove the cover
by counterclockwise to loosen it, then turn with the wheel wrench. Locate the jacking point
nearest Use the extension and wheel Remove the wheel nuts and flat the tire you need to
change. It is wrench as shown to raise the car tire. Put on the spare tire. Put the Lower the car to
the ground and Before mounting the spare tire, wheel nuts back on finger-tight, wipe any dirt off
the mounting remove the jack. Tighten the wheel nuts securely in Remove the center cap before
Place the flat tire face down in the the same crisscross pattern. Have storing the flat tire in the

trunk spare tire well. Secure the flat tire by screwing Store the center cap in the trunk. If Your
Engine Won't Start the wing bolt back into its hole. Make sure it does not get scratchDiagnosing why your engine won't ed or damaged. If the headlights dim noticeably or Motor
Operates Very Slowly If you have a manual transmission, go out when you try to start the When
you turn the ignition switch to the clutch pedal must be pushed engine, either the battery is disSTART III , you do not hear the Page There may be an electrical problem, such as no power to
the 2. Turn off all the electrical acces- fuel pump. Do not connect this metal contact. Page If
Your Engine Overheats 6. Look for any obvious coolant leaks, Start the engine and set the such
as a split radiator hose. Add coolant to the so use caution. If the light does not go out within ten
seconds, Running the engine with low oil turn off the engine. There is a pressure can cause
serious mechanical mechanical problem that needs to damage almost immediately. Try not
drive several miles before the to use other electrically-operated battery is too discharged to
keep the controls such as the power windows. Check the cap tion indicator lamp on, you can
damage and tighten it until it clicks. Check the fuse for the moonroof motor see page If the fuse
is blown, replace it with one of the same or lower rating. These fuses are located in two fuse
boxes. KNOB The under-hood fuse box is located The interior fuse box is underneath in the
back of the engine compart- the dashboard on the driver's side. Determine from the chart on
pages and , or the diagram on the fuse box lid, which fuse or fuses control that component.
Page Fuses If you cannot drive the car without NOTICE fixing the problem, and you do not
BLOWN have a spare fuse, take a fuse of the Replacing a fuse with one that has a same rating
or a lower rating from higher rating greatly increases the one of the other circuits. Page
Emergency Towing There are three popular methods of If your Honda cannot be transported It
is best to tow the car no farther towing a car: by flat-bed, it should be towed with than 50 miles
80 km , and keep the front wheels off the ground. Page Technical Information Identification
Numbers Emission Controls The diagrams in this section give Specifications Crankcase
Emission Control identification numbers. The expla- Tire Size Designation It is also necessary
for licensing and insuring your car. The easiest place to find the VIN is on a plate fastened to the
top of the dashboard. The Transmission Number is on a label on top of the transmission. Page
Specifications Specifications page 1 : Including the coolant in the reserve tank and that
remaining in the engine. Reserve tank capacity: 0. See the Tire Speed Ratings A tire's sidewall
is marked with, a tire speed rating chart in this section for The chart below shows many of the
size designation. You will need this additional information. Page Tire Information The treadwear
grade is a compara- wait until the tires are cold before tive rating based on the wear rate of
Honda strongly recommends that you not drive faster than posted adjusting the tire pressure
see page the tire when tested under controlled speed limits and conditions allow. Page Tire
Information Warning: The temperature grade for Traction Temperature this tire is established for
a tire that The traction grades, from highest to The temperature grades are A the is properly
inflated and not over- highest , B, and C, representing the lowest, are A, B, and C, and they tire's
resistance to the generation of loaded. Using EGR system takes some of the comes out the
tailpipe. A replacement unit must be an original Honda part or its equivalent. Zone Office Map
Canada Zone Office Map Warranty Coverages Reporting Safety Defects U. Authorized Manuals
Warranty and Customer Relations Page Customer Relations Information Honda dealership
personnel are If you are dissatisfied with the When you call or write, please give trained
professionals. They should decision made by the dealership's us this information: be able to
answer all your questions. Page Puerto Rico and U. The addresses and telephone numbers are
subject to change. If you cannot Moorestown, New Jersey Bella International reach your Zone
office, ask your Honda dealer for the current information. Box San Juan, PR Honda Canada Inc.
Owners Seat Belt Limited Warranty â€” a seat Replacement Battery Limited Your new Honda is
covered by these belt that fails to function properly is Warranty â€” provides prorated
warranties: covered for the useful life of the car. You can also obtain Co. Page Authorized
Manuals U. Canadian owners should U. The following publications covering the operation and
servicing of your vehicle can be obtained from Helm Incorporated, either by filling out the
attached form or, for credit card holders, calling the toll-free phone number on the form. Page
Authorized Manuals Authorized Manuals Service Manual: This manual covers maintenance and
recommended procedures for repair to engine and chassis components. It is written for the
Journeyman mechanic, but is simple enough for most mechanically-inclined owners to understand. Electrical Troubleshooting Manual: This manual complements the Service Manual by
providing in-depth troubleshooting information for each electrical circuit in your car. Ashtrays
Optional Additives, Engine Oil Adjustments Automatic Speed Control Accessories Headlights
Automatic Transmission Capacity, Fluid Checking Fluid Level Accessory Power Socket
Sequential SportShift Mode.. Steering Wheel Page Index Brakes Specifications Trunk Light
Automatic Transmission Fluid Break-in, New Linings Turn Signal Lights Bulbs, Halogen Battery

Condition Light, Burned-out Brake Fluid Clutch Fluid System Indicator Drive Belts Wear
Indicators Cables, Jump Starting With.. Engine Coolant Page Index Coin Box Defog and Defrost
CO in the Exhaust Defogger, Rear Window Cold Weather, Starting in Economy, Fuel
Transmission Fluid Emergencies on the Road Battery, Jump Starting Controls, Instruments and
Dimming the Headlights Page Index Evaporative Emission Controls.. Manual Transmission
Octane Requirement Exhaust Fumes Power Steering Tank, Filling the Windshield Washer Belts
by Engine Coolant Temperature.. Exterior, Cleaning the Folding Rear Seat Page Index Head
Restraints Inside Mirror Lights Heating and Cooling Inspection, Tire Bulb Replacement High
Altitude, Starting at Instrument Panel Instrument Panel Brightness.. High-mount Brake Light
Interior Cleaning T
suzuki swift 2012 service manual
jeep forum xj
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urn Signal Interior Lights Page Index Parking Lights Parking Over Things that Burn Occupant
Protection System Octane Requirement, Gasoline.. Owner Maintenance Checks.. Polishing and
Waxing Power Required Indicator Odometer, Trip Door Locks Malfunction Indicator Lamp..
Snow Tires Air Cleaner Element Solvent-type Cleaners Frayed or Torn Sound System Spare Tire
Reminder Light and Beeper.. Light Bulbs Page Index Tires Identification Number Supplemental
Restraint System,.. Service Precautions Air Pressure Shifting the Automatic Checking Wear
Shifting the Manual SRS Indicator Trip Meter Synthetic Oil Opening the Page Index Ventilation
Operating the Power Rear, Defogger Vinyl Cleaning Windshield Viscosity, Oil Wipers,
Windshield Changing Blades Warning Beepers Operation Headlights on Worn Tires Key in
Ignition Wrecker, Emergency Towing.. Seat Belts Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL.

